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CAREER" Plays Tonight-Closes Tomorrow Night

(Review
P.'2)

Kay" Dropped In Favor of Jerry DeBono's Review
GAIL MANNING
SOPH DOLL
1959
Betty Co-Ed
Joe College

OP WINS SWEEPSTAKES
1ST REAL LINFIELD VICTORY

College ol the Pacific debaters and speakers returned from Ore» yesterday with their fourth sweepstakes prize in tournament
eipetit ion this year.

The Naranjado Staff of 1958-59
is sponsoring a campus wide
search for the typical Betty Co-ed
and Joe College. Nominations
have been made and the final vot
ing will take place in every liv
ing group during the next week.
These students were chosen be
cause of their active participa
tion in activities at Pacific. The
following have been nominated:
Micky Babb, Jean Pereira, Sue
Scrivener, Prilla Doll, Sharon Ro
binson, Nancy Robinson, Bill Mc
Gregor, Bob Nichols, George Silva, Doug Campbell, Bruce Gledhill, Jack Willoughby, and A1 Farnum.
The winners will not be re
vealed until the distribution of
this year's Naranjado in June,
where at that time they will re
ceive full coverage. These two stu
dents will represent you and the
College of the Pacific so please
make your choice a wise one.

In competition with 500 students from 37 California and north*t colleges and universities the 19 Pacific entries took top honors,
a 41& foot perpetual trophy'
Loris Bringelson of Ripon and
lie annual Tournament of
tapjc ns, an invitational meet Rosemarie Clampitt of Chicago
Linfi.ld College, McMinnville. tied for second in the LincolnA Stockton senior, Harry Sharp Douglas type of debates for wo
1104 vV. Willow, set the pace men. Miss Ivers and Miss Miller
r Pacific and the tournament also won second place in conven
he won 19 consecutive "Lin- tional team debating for women,
h-Dougias" type one-man de- In a division which included 60
** contests. He was undefeated. teams, Pacific also took second
Pacific team, coached by place in junior mens debate.
^ Winters, placed second in George Orndorff of Fresno and
Junior division of the tourna- Theodore Olson of Mountain View
H first in the senior division, were the speakers.
Denise Fedigan of San Diego
Wok the all-tournament
was
second in oratory for junior
^Pstakes award. University of
' Son, holders of the big trophy women. Engdahl placed second in
/or the past two years, fin- after-dinner speaking. Miss Clam
second.
pitt placed first in interpretive
n
,' individual events, Ronald reading for senior women.
T'olds, Lodi freshman, was PaHorace Wheatley of San Fran
hig winner. He took first
ices in radio speech, interview cisco and Sharp tied for third in
ed in a talent show where oratory for senior men. Wheatley
'stag?ed a ventriloquism act. He also took third in interpretation
^Placed second in expository in the same division. Pacific stu
dent Association President Jack
Willoughby
of Saudi Arabia
v
J'' ° Pacific teams tied for secPlace in senior debate, Sharp scored third place in impromptu
yn,i Engdahl of Mt. Shasta, speaking for senior men.
Next event for the champion
iv linger Ivers of Lovelock,
L to R. Standing: Prilla Doll, Nancy Robinson, Sharon Robinson, Jean Pereira, Micky Babb,
^ with Ruth Miller of Hunt- ship Pacific team is the national
Peach, Ronald Loveridge Pi Kappa Delta tournament at and Sue Scrivener. L. to R. Kneeling: Bill McCregor, A1 Farnum, Bruce Gledhlll, Jack Willoughby,
• oncora placed third in the Bowling Green, Ohio, starting
George Silva, and Bob Nicholls.
"i-Douglas debates for men. March 19.
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FINE ARTS EDITOR
ASSISTANTS

_

aoud
Marsha McDonnell, Jolin Fisher, Tony Beltramu

THEATRE REVIEW

WAS IT WORTH IT?

THE
POETRY
COLUMN
tropical low atmosphere far
away east . . . "
Is it something like my vague
skepticism?
Far away, indeed.

—Masako Murayama

Poetry Prize Offered
The deadline for the Ina Coolbrith Memorial Poetry Prize is
April 1, 1959. This prize, $100 for
first place, $50 for second place,
is offered once a year to any un
dergraduate student of COP,
Mills College, Stanford, USF, Uni
versity of Santa Clara, UC, and
St. Mary's College. Any number
of poems will be considered, and
they can be of any form and in
any style. The poems must be un
published and typewritten, and
turned into Dr. Olson in the Ad
ministration Building on or before
April 1, 1959. The author's name
should not be put on the manu
script, but should be put in an en
velope which is distinguished by
an individual mark; this mark
must also be put on the manu
script, so that manuscript and
author may be correlated.

By TOM CLOUD
Listening to the stir of the ani
Gerry Kennon does what may
There is little to praise about
mals
Pacific Theatre's production of be considered the finest acting In a zoo at night,
job
in
the
play.
She
performs
her
'Career,' or the people who have
Distilled loneliness have I.
participated in this original 'off role of the sympathetic and un
—Masako Murayama
derstanding press-agent well. If
Broadway' show.
Certainly, a great deal of the any praise is to be extended to
INCIDENT
blame can be directed toward the anyone, it undoubtedly should go After sun had licked its goodby,
director himself. He obviously is to Miss Kennon for a performance When we were apart, together.
responsible for some of the glar that—although lacking in enough She said a salient part of her . .
ing aspects of failure that is as strength of expression—is gener To be understood.
sociated with this production. ally well done . . .
Now I felt thankful, unspoken,
Also the merits of this play, deal SUPPORTING PLAYERS
knowing . . .
ing with the trials and tribula
—John Fisher
Nyla Marchese's mere magnetic
tions of actors seeking fame, is to and polished presence on the
be questioned. It is written by stage was a delight to the audi
James Lee—a new playwright— ence, after having suffered some
and can be appropriately labeled what from the 'crude and awk
as his first feeble 'attempt' at an ward' performances of certain in
artistic endeavor.
dividuals who preceded her on
PLAYERS LACKING
stage. Yet, she, herself, as the
Rod Elin is unbelievably poor, alcoholic daughter of an influen
as the young man who goes to tial Broadway director, is ex
New York from the Middle-West tremely weak in Act I. In Act II,
By WEAVER
to seek a theatrical career. Elin she picks up considerably and ap
throughout the entire play lacks pears to be somewhat more true
the 'feeling' of his character. His in her character analysis. Never
voice sems geared toward mere theless, it seems apparent that
COP goes on TV! This Satur
mechanical recitation of lines.
overall, Miss Marchese, in her day afternoon at 2 p.m., College
When his press agent in the play
role, is more of a "miss" than a of the Pacific goes on KOVR,
says to him: "You lack experience
Channel 13. For one half hour the
"hit"
—but you have talent," one feels
entire course of television in the
Fred
Vallier,
who
plays
the
role
this line could be applied—at
Stockton area will be set back for
least half way so—to Elin's actual of the successful Hollywod actor, many years.
performance. This possibly Eric Peters, has such a bizarre
The show is of course, "Pacific
sounds too frank—brutally so— role in comparison to the others
Profiles."
For the past few years
nevertheless this is the life ol in the cast that he is a welcome
theatre, and it is, in fact, the es diversion and pleasure to his aud in the Spring, the COP radio and
television department attempts to
sence of the play's theme! Indeed, ience . . .
present a documentary on life at
there can be no superlatives ex
Others in the cast were ade
tended to Mr. Elin's very inferior quate, and in some instances be the Pacific Institution for better
learning (commonly known at
performance . . .
low expected par, for example:
Martha Ball—weak herself as Chuck Smith, Ricks Falk, and COP). This year the TV series is
supposed to be more of the "spec
the wife of the dreamy-eyed ac Don Osborn.
tacular" type.
tor, is able to at least fluctuate
The play is, in other words, a
The show is being produced by
her weakness to some degree—
wherein she appears in some terribly 'trite' one, and its per two senior students, Jerry Yingst
spots to be slightly better than formance on Pacific's stage can and Martha Metzler. These two
satisfactory. Yet, overall, she has be considered an A-one Failure. students along with the guiding
'Career' will be performed to hand of Richard Settle, Ass't Pro
failed to capture her characteriz
ation to its fullest extent, and she night and tomorrow evenings at fessor at the radio and TV de
too is an extreme disappointment 8:30 P.M. Admission is free for partment, are presenting to the
those holding PSA cards . . .
public what we students have to
to her audience . . .
put up with. They are showing
how
the various Profs around
CORRESPONDENCE FROM BROOKLYN
campus teach, and what they
teach in their various depart
ments. One good thing for Stock
ton is that the show is only once
By PAUL KAUFMAN
"Dere ain't nuttin wrong wit guy functions, but what hap a week.
For the first show, the two
me, de hole woilds crazy." Dats pened? I paid fe de flowows, I
fine
producers chose an all-star
de conclusion I came to after 2 Yz paid fe de drinks (coke dat is) I
cast, and a great story. They are
yeas of college, College of de Pa paid fe de gas, I paid fe dis, I paid going to present the story behind
cific dat is. I ain't no stickler on fe dat, an my luck de goil was radio at Pacific, featuring such
etiquette but afta readin tree hun smokin DU Du De Maurier turdy great stand-outs in the radio de
dred and turdy tree pages of Em
tu cents a pak. Well I don't have partment as A1 Case, Sue Hale,
ily Post's book of etiquette dere
and of course the two producers.
t'
tell ye, I paid true de nose.
wa3'nt one sentence dat said dat
Guest on the first show will be
de goil wais'nt allowed te pay fa
Well what are we goin 't do DeMarcus Brown from the Pacif
de boy. As a matta of fact even fellows? We got a do sometin ye ic Theatre. The show is hosted by
dutch treat was pamiss&ble.
know what I mean? I was think- Gordon Zimmerman of the Speech
Which brings us te de point in
in
(a habit I got inte at college) Department.
question.
Seriously, in spite of my com
dat we aughta have some kind a
Everybody is woiken dere way
ments, tune in KOVR, Channel 13,
"LAW."
A
law
dat
will
protect
true college tryin to save a pen
tomorrow at 2 for Pacific Pro
ny here a dere—what I want te us guys from footin d' bill all d' files. The show is truly one of the
know is why must de guy always time. I know dis is goin t' be a better ones on at that time. And
difficult task so we'd best start look for the special guest star.
pay fe de goil?
orientin d' broads about it now.
It seems t' me dat everybody is
Who know, maybe when our sons
here fe de same reason; t' get a
come t' college dell benefit from
degree and at de same time have
our mistakes.
a little fun gettin it! Correct me
om wrong. However, "WE" de
guys of de campus are always
gettin stuck fe de bill. I taught
dis problem was solved when de
sororities started havin goil ask

Around 'n About
By RONI WILLIAMS
Two nights left to see that re
markable "Great Dane", V i c t
Borge! Friday and Saturday e\-e.
nings will climax Borge's four
night run at the Masonic Auditorium in San Francisco. He has had
even royal audiences at his m e r c y
with his superb piano a r t i s t r y
songs and remarks.
or

All Spanish Dance enthusiasts
and others too will want to trav
el to the Oakland Auditorium Theater to see Jose Greco and his
company of Spanish Dancers. The
colorful and snappy troupe will
be there one night only—tonight |
March 13. The precision and grace
displayed by these dancers, espec- q
n
ially Greco, are outstanding.
A special concert will be given
Saturday evening, March 14, at
the Opera House. The San Fran
cisco Symphony will be directed
by Andre Kostelanetz. With Eu
gene Istomin as the guest pianist, the orchestra will present an
all-Tschaikowsky program.

Dere Aught T'Be A Law!

"Y" Join the Y?

SUPPORT
YOUR
ADVERTISERS

As low a s $774 from New York . . . 40 days
Now Pan Am is offering a fabulous series of special student
tours that feature the new Boeing 707 Jet Clippers*—
world's fastest airliners—between New York and Europe.
No extra fare for the extra speed and comfort.
Of all the areas of the world, Europe is most suited to
the type of unusual, adventurous travel you want. There
are literally dozens of tours for you to choose from, many
offering academic credits. And what's more, there s
plenty of free time left for you to roam about on your own.
From Midwest and West Coast Cities, other direct
Pan Am services are available onradar-equipped, Douglasbuilt "Super-7" Clippers.
Call your Travel Agent, Pan American, or send in the
coupon below for full information. •Trade-Mark, Re*. U. S. Pat. Off.
Send to:
George Gardner, Educational Director
Pan American, Box 1908, N. Y. 17, N.Y.
Please send free Pan Am Holiday #405 book
let on Special Student Tours to Europe.
NameStreet-

City—

-StateWORLD'S MOST EXPERIENCED A I R L I N E
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Joan-Bruce
Engaged

£ f M SB

Bruce Gledhill made the lone
awaited announcement of his en
g gement to J°an Couture on
hisnDeita9TjS ^ PaSSe<3 ci£ars to
therf
nL TPS ^ fratemit>" bro™rs' Don Landeck read a poem
revealed the news at the
n -f
D.U. housemeeting.
Past secretary of D.U., yell
tfav-

Marilyn-W ally

o/the «mr thr6e years' member
of the Four-fifths," and the Nar-

1 'The-

l1^ his
%
win
b«%ht
'Pace
wpe,.

uted to t?" 316 activities attrib6nergetic
Bruce
iq a senior
Bruce is
economicsman.
ma

jor from Mill Valley.
. Joan graduated from San Fran
cisco tate College in January and
f now working as an executive

Sharon-Don

Pam-Jon

The biggest surprise at Alpha
Theta Tau on Thursday, March 5
was Sharon Robinson's announce
ment of her engagement to Don
Landeck. Various girls in the
house read clues which were
found among candy kisses and
pink rose buds, and Erlene Peirano made the final announcement.

Sharon, who resides in Stock
ton, transfered to Pacific from
wi,'i
Brancisco
given
the University of California
firm While m college she was af
H at
I where she was a member of Delta
By DAVID TOWELL
filiated with Phi Lambda Chi sor
Fisha lovely ceremony led to the D^ Delta sorority. Physical edority.
rectej If by chance you were in Las
nnouncement of the engagement | ucation is Sharon's major, and
The
wedding
will
take
place
af
The traditional candle adorned
oi Marilyn Cumow to Wally Alf- she Is a representative on the
4 En- Vegas over the past week end you ter Bruce's graduation.
heim on February 26, 1959, at Al- WBA board from Alpha Thete
with pink and white carnations
>ian- know the big money gamblers
was passed at Alpha Theta Tau
an were giving five to one odds, that
A"adMa 's D°»'a *««»• He Is
W." pa5sedT^i'hith ^contained
this column wouldn't be seen
on February 26 to announce the
M ar lee-George
m
a Hps'lon, the tennis
Poem that the housemother read
again. But they were wrong and
pinning of Pam Derby to Jon ColThursday, February 26, 1959
m' and ,he N»™»d°
The
poem
led
the
members
to^die
ton of Alpha Kappa Phi.
I am five hundred dollars richer! was the date which marked the
J Attention all males: During the announcement of the pinning of table which was decorated with
Hailing from Los Gatos, Pam
Si
past week your Confidential re- Marlee Stark to George King. The pink camellias and leaves on
is a junior majoring in English.
m> porters have uncovered one of the traditional white candle with red which Marilyn's and Wally's
She has been active in school af
sororities best-kept secrets. It has roses was passed at Alpha Theta names were printed in gold.
fairs which have included mem
Marilyn is a senior elementary
been learned, through a very re Tau.
bership in Spurs, Young Republi
education major and associated
liable source, that each sorority
cans, Chapel Committee, Canter
Marlee is a junior elementary
has a "charm chairman." The me education major. George is a jun with Alpha Theta Tau. Wally is a
bury Club, and Rally Committee.
thod of election or appointment ior business major and a member senior at COP and in his second
Jon, a senior from Elk Grove is
professional year at the School of
of these girls varies from house of Delta Upsilon Fraternity.
majoring in business administra
Pharmacy. He is also a member
to house but that is a relatively
Marlee, whose home is in San of Delta Upsilon.
tion. During his four year stay at
unimportant fact. To clarify ex Jose, and George, who resides in
Pacific, he has represented ArAugust 9, 1959, has been set for
actly what the duties of the Sacramento, are both COP stud
chania in intramural sports and is
the
wedding
date
in
the
chapel
charm Chairman" are we have ents.
also the house's immediate past
here at the College of the Pacific.
asked our spy to outline the typi
vice-president.
cal day in the life of one of the
charm, bosses. At 7:30 and 12:50
b»y now
y„„ complete
»„dr„b,_
|ak> yp )o ^ ^ ^ ^
the "C.C." may be found on the
second floor landing carefully
. r. r
scrutinizing each sister before she
goes out to meet the critical eye
of the public. Each girl must pass
with flying colors a check list of
over twenty items such as color
scheme, wrinkleless clothes, eye
shadow, teeth scrubbed, hair
combed and above all the removal
of all peeling skin from sun burn.
On wek ends each "C.C." usually
calls several assistants to whip
the girls into shape for those
heavy week-end dates. The latest
Perfume now being used in great
quantity is oddly enough called
Catch a Falling Snowman." Un
fortunately, we of Confidential
it s as much fun as surprising your
have been unable to confirm the
following names as the various
boy friend with a steak dinner. . .
Charm Chairmans of their respec
choosing the collar to wear with your serbin...
tive houses, but nevertheless we
"ill list their names here—for
yes, each dress comes with 2 separate collars,
what it is worth. They are as fol
giving 3 sparkling combinations,
d's: Alpha Theta Tau—Barbara
ffenning, Epsilon Lambda Sigma
one solid white to have your name
~-Lynn Waterman, Tau Kappa
embroidered free, a collar in the material
Eappa—Elsa Madsen, and Zeta
Zoe Hemphill. Keep up the
to match your dress, a striking mandarin
good work girls!
collar with shining button . . . a collar
Confidential's Playgirl of the

Confidential

firm5

f°r

&

San

its exciting...its different

fhe 3 collar dress

.. .the new 1959 shirf dress by

Week is none other than Jean Ann
°Ugall. Jeannie received 1,362
v°tes out of a possible 1,400. She
a sun-worshipper, and there® can be found during the day^ght hours at anyone of Stockns
many beautiful beaches,
r°
^nfidential's Playboy of the
is Roy Ryan. Roy received
jn y ?50 votes out of the possible
0 but this was enough to give
a clear lead over the unmen
n
Co° able runner-up. Roy's black
fyette seems to have been a
. t°r factor in gaining him a
lar
flock of votes from the new
flcru' Currently .heading this
- e« are Marsha MacDonald and
Jua

^ Turner.

Confidentially yours,
Dave Towell

to match your mood or occasion.
vivid, colorful carefree cottons, more
flattering than ever this season . . .
exquisitely detailed and tailored by serbin.
practically takes care of itself . . . drip dries,
needs little or no ironing.

12 exciting colors,

Vurunv
1700 pacific avenue, stockton
park free — spacious — convenient — open mondays 'til 9

black, blue, brown, orange,
red and white checks—
royal, navy, brown, melon
solids—blue, red, brown
and white stripes.

13.95
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NEWS FROM THE GREEKS

WOMAN
OF
THE WEEK

Social Calendar

Micky-Joe
Pinned

Friday, March 13—
A lavender candle adorned with
Fraternity Preference Day
Swimming—San Jose St. 3:00 violets, gardenias and bavaria
ATPJJA TPHJiTrAi
(here)
passed at Alpha Theta Tau on
Alpha Thete's semi-annual card party will be held at their soror
W.U.S. Starvation Dinner
Thursday night, March 5, 1959
ity house tomorrow, March 14th, from 2:30 until 5 p.m. The invi
St. Paul's Wesley Fellowship,
By RONI WILLIAMS
announced the pinning of Micky
tational affair is under the direction of Marlee Stark.
Movie and Dance, 7:30 p.m.
Babb to Joe Malpasuto.
Monday, March 9th, a tea and fashion show was given for
Manor Hall Dance (9-12)
members of Alpha Thete's Mother's Club. Approximately twentyMicky is a senior English ma
Zeta Phi Dance (9-12)
five or thirty women attended, and Barbara Nearon commented on
jor, President of Alpha Theta Tau
Saturday, March 14—
apparel worn in the show.
Baseball Game—San Jose St. and Secretary of the Pacific Stu
EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA
,
dent Association. She hails from
1:00 (here)
The Stockton Rod and Gun Club will be the site of Epsilon s
Corning. Joe is a junior philoso
Alpha Theta Tau Card Party
"Kiddie Dance," to be held tomorrow night, March 14th. Sue Tal
phy major and a member of Rho
(2-4)
bot is in charge of the nine until twelve affair, aided by Sharon
Lambda Phi Fraternity.
•Theatre Production
Young and Nancy Armstrong with decorations, and Teddy McBee
Epsilon Lambda Sigma Kiddie
and Stella Barker with refreshments.
Dance (9-12)
Epsilon's Delta Alumni Chapter, from Stockton, will hold a
Monday, March 16—
meeting on March 16th to discuss plans for a card party in the near
W.R.A. Volleyball Tournament
future.
Tuesday, March 17—
TAU KAPPA KAPPA
•Chapel
Tau Kappa's "Sunshine Brunch" will be held tomorrow, March
Zeta' Phi Coffee Hour (7-8)
14th, between the hours of ten-thirty and noon. General chairman
•Band Home Concert 8:14
of the brunch is Judy Barklow. Others assisting include: Barbara
Wednesday, March 18—
Bayha and Carrie Jones, decorations; Loretta Hodal, refreshments,
Band Tour
Kris Fee, invitations, and Sue Jo Mathews, programs.
W.R.A. Volleyball
ZETA PHI
j
i i*+
Thursday, March 19
"Musical Moods," a pre-rush dance, will be presented tonight,
Band Tour
March 13th, by the ladies of Zeta Phi. This will be held at their
A.W.S. Elections
A lively young lady has been
sorority house, and records will provide music for dancing. Girls
•Forum Arts Credit
chosen
by
her
sisters
at
Epsilon
and their dates will dress to represent song titles, and a prize will
Lambda Sigma to be this week's
be awarded for the most original.
On March 17th, there will be an invitational coffee hour at Zeta Woman of the Week—Shirley
Daulton. Elementary education is
Phi between 7 and 8 p.m.
her major. Being a northern Cali
ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
Alpha Kappa Lambda's Board of Directors held a meeting Tues fornia gal, Yuba City to be exact,
day, March 10th, for the purpose of making reports on last sem she plans to teach around the Sac
ester, presenting problems of the present semester, and discussing ramento area after graduation.
future expansion. The president of Alpha Kappa Lambda's board is She does, however, dream of Eur
J. Marc Jantzen, dean of the school of education. Other members ope some day.
there will be any more girl-askare: Robert Winterburg, business manager; Neil Campion; Milton
This year Shirley is a junior Dear Addy,
boy functions this year?
Lambertson, head of the duplicating department, and Curtis Ennen and is acting as junior adviser to
I haven't heard much about
Aggressive Angle
theatrical instructor.
Spurs. Last year, as a member, AWS lately. Is there to be some
ALPHA KAPPA PHI
she represented COP at a Spurs kind of election next week? There
Rushees and their dates were invited to Archania's open house convention at UCLA. Also last have been some kind of petitions
Dear A.A.,
which was held last Sunday, March 8th. A guided tour of the year she served on the Rally Com traveling around lately, and my
Make plans now. You have one
fraternity house was given to all attending, and refreshments were mittee and as assistant house curiosity is getting the best of
last chance to trap this young
served. Dancing concluded the evening.
manager of her sorority. Work me.
man through your aggressive ef
DELTA UPSILON
ing up the ladder, she is house
Active Alice
forts. It's the annual AWS spring
Recently, A1 Farnum, Delta Upsilon president, attended a meet manager this year. CSTA, Chat
formal to be held April 4 from
ing at Oregon State. Here, DU's constitutional policies were dis Sheet Chairman of the Y, and
Dear Active,
9 to 1 at the Native Sons' Hall.
cussed. Presently, members are discussing the new constitution corresponding secretary of AWS
Glad to hear you're right up Come one, come all to the AWS
which DU will have in the near future.
are also on her Spring calendar. with aU the latest news, pal!
ball!
Plans are in order for Delta Upsilon's spring formal, to be held
Shirley enjoys the "typical" Right you are, though; there is to
on May 22nd.
sports, tennis and swimming, be an election of AWS officers for
Ad-libs:
RHO LAMBDA PHI
most, but does not exclude other next year coming soon. The candi
On April third, members of Rhizomia will tour to Berkeley
About this time of the semester
sports. She has one particular dates for all the offices will be in
where they will be guests of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity on the
we'd all be about to quit school if
troduced
at
the
election
rally
on
hobby that will be quite an asset
University of California campus.
it weren't for people like Lonnie,
when she is married; she loves Thursday, March 19 at 7:30 p.m.
A twenty-thousand dollar building project will begin at Rhizomia
Chrisie, Patty, Jake, and1 Eddy.
to cook. Spaghetti and steak, but in the gym. At this time threewithin the month. This will begin on tjie third deck and progress
In case you are in doubt about
not together, are high on her minute speeches will be given by
downward until the TV room, kitchen, and house mother's room
whom we are referring, check
lists of menus. Lots of guys also the candidates for president, 1st
have been remodeled on the first floor.
your catalog, that little orange
have these two on their favorite vice-president, and 2nd vice-presi
book you carried around during
dent. You should probably be fa
list—take note, Shirley.
orientation . . . Top flicks hit our
miliar with the candidates by
Patti-Rick
fair city this week. Good way
that time since campaigning be
to take a break from studying for
Ann-Bill
gins on Monday, March 16. Elec
The women of the Women's
The little gal in the red dress tions will be held in the living those mid-terms you already
Residence Hall and the men of
who blew out the candle sur groups on Thursday evening im flunked . . . Tight situation: wa
Rhizomia want to congratulate
ter fight spread into the dorm,
rounded by red and white carna mediately following the rally.
on
Patti Soule and Rick Perry on
tions at Alpha Theta Tau's dress
Elections are being held early housemother included . • •
their recent pinning.
dinner on March 5 was Ann Blan- so the newly elected president and grats to the frats on their nei
Patti is a junior elementary ed
chard as she announced her pin one other new officer can accom pledges today . . . While we
ucation major from Hawaii Rick,
ning to Bill Coy.
pany Dean Davis and Marielle passing out congratulations,
Man^;
who graduated in January of this
Ann, a junior from Cayucos, Tsukamoto to the National Inter must not forget Gail
our
lovely
Soph
Doll.
•
•
The
year from COP, is substitute
is an elementary education major. collegiate
Associated
Women
teaching in Stockton. Rick is as
Her activities, other than her Students Convention to be held at ty Coed" and "Joe College
sociated with Rho Lambda Phi
membership in Alpha Theta Tau, Arizona State, Tempe, Arizona test sponsored by the Naranjado,
which you have been hearing
Fraternity.
include CSTA and Young Repub from March 31—April 4.
much about lately, promises 0
licans.
the longest contest in 1S
Bill is an active member of Rhi Dear Addy,
since
the results will not e
I'm really hot for this boy who
zomia for which he is past social
closed
until the yearbook 5.
chairman. He came to Pacific sits next to me in race relations.
out the first of June . • •
Since
the
sorority
dances
are
al
last year from Menlo Junior Col
arl
(he
most over, I was wondering if Browning, Sue Bestor,
lege. Salinas is Bill's home.
Anderson get our vote °
The HALLMARK CARD Selection
"patio parkers" of the week.
Better y*
m»ch to
for EASTER and ST. PAT'S
say it
study much, girls? - • •
for
just thought of a new name
1
is the Greatest!
our fair campus, "Pipeline
"Pipeline ra best from —
r
ic!" . .. Man of the Week °
boy of the Week is Davi
.c;.
see 'em at
ty" Towell for his active P
pation in school workof
2365 PACIFIC AVENUE
and, of course, ior
t oUi
HO 6-4171
role as Journal!st Wea^
column is bad, but
DUI "confide* US
Cash Discount to Students on Presentation
2034 PACIFIC AVE.
ly"
.
.
.
You'll
be
hearing fr0
of Student Body Card
HO 2-1132
again next week, we hopeBy SUE TALBOT

flDALINE'S WISDOM
for SOPHISTICATES

'tain't no BLARNEY

FLOWERS...

The Avenue Flower Shop

L.

QmeraCJor

10%
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Dorm Elects
New Officers

Page Five

ine
and

Sections of the Women's Resi-1
dence Hall have recently elected
otlieuieie officers to represent them on the
Kirk E. Scheufele
RaKat
By WALT CHRISTOPHERSEN
Robert
Webster House Council during the spring
T. G. L
Jean McGuire semester.
.James R. Morrison The new presidents of the ,, Slaybe
Mayb*' you
you didn't
didn,t realize it, but today Is Friday the 13th. So
—--James
-—Martha
--Martha J. Metzler twelve sections are: Ann Westly, . you re ,he superstitious type, grab your rabbit's foot and run,
oalvadore Cortes Jr. Peg Corcoran. Eddie Ferguson, I
' walk' '° the nearest four-leaf-clover patch
p a t c h .. . .. This
* I U 0 Ls the
tlir
----1 nomas C. Cloud Bernie Giannini, Ami Hockman, second of the three Friday the 13ths of 1959. The third and last one
Gretchen Trenholm Nancy McGee, Genellen Meyer, falls in November.
As a relief from the current crop of generally bad movies In
---Canol George Dianne Fisher, Marti Easterapdy Robinson brook, Gretchen Trenholm, Janice town, let us suggest that you fill a seat In ye ofde Conservatory
W;"Y.
virit ^r?
- Robins*
3
tonight or tomorrow night for the real live presentation of a plav
Ghristophersen O'Donnell, and Julie Harris.
Bob Nielebeck Those girls who have been called "Career."
The latest vogue In phonograph records is the recording of night
elected vice-president or* social I
I T
wbert Laddish chairman are: Nadine Bottano, club comedians in their natural habitat. This all stems from the
n°m Wlxlb?ms Gayie Miller, Roberta Cliff, Shir efforts of radio announcer Ken Nordine and a sound product called
W ord Jazz. Nordine's imagination sold records to delighted audioPublished every Friday dorinv the r„il
"v
George AeiSen ley Pylant, Glenda Grant, Marilyn
elation. Entered as second-claw
J'*T br ,he P»elfl« Student AB . O philes, and soon this spurred others into recording almost anybody
Christianson,
Sue
Brock,
Cathy
gtoekton, California nnder the A
c
t
O
h
S
E
Graeser, Martha Fairhead, Lyn- reading almost anything. The most recent recordings in this trend,
ette Wood, Molly Anderson, and those of the contemporary comedian, are generally pretty amusing.
Two of the better records are by Mort Sahl ("The Future Lies
Maryann Drysdaie.
Secretaries of the Hall's sec Ahead '—Verve) and Lennie Bruce ("The Sick, Sick Humor of LenDear Sir,
tions are: Cynthia Lindke, Rosie nie Bruce" Fantasy). Champion In this category is a Verve LP
Tortosa,
Sharon Gold, Myang called "Inside Shelly Berman."
I just finished reading Alan Hill's letter concerning the PSA
Just think . . . Easter vacation starts one week from now. And
Chu, Joan Moore, Penny Perry,
Senate, published in the March 6 1959 Pacific Wccu ™ r
Bev Baker, Ann Kramer, Carol after that there are just about eight more weeks of classes. Seems
Bryce, Norma Frost, Mary Lom like time ls really shooting by ... One of these days I'm going to get
outside and enjoy some of this Springtime sunshine, as soon as I
bard! and Joan Lee.
can
get the bars sawed off my window.
The newly elected treasurers
are: Jan Totten, Sandy Meyers, •
biacK and white a matter as it would seem from his letter The
Senate may not be as active as it should be, but it has done a num Gaynel Smith, Dorene Lehner, I Education Students
Jan DeAngeles, Karen Frimkess. Darnive\
• i
ber of important things during the year. Take as an example ks Sue
Ellen Brown, Dorothy Ben IKeCe,ve Credentials
encouragement of the Academic Standings Committee or the Mt a
Twenty-eight students complet
tion of the Student Control Board. In comparisTto past" I nett, Lou Ann Prior, Ginger Rawl,
Hildi Jensyold, and Sue Palmer. ed teaching or administration ere
W°Uld bS inaccurate in saylng
very inactive6
the Senate is
Those girls who are serving on
the Judicial Council are: Gwen dentials at the close of the fall
hiS question concerning the Senate's right to interGregory, Val White, Bonnie Fer- semester according to an an
pre the PSA Constitution I would like to refer to Article V, Section rin, Phyllis St. Sure, Jeannette nouncement by Dean Jantzen. The Newly-elected officers of the
e constitution where-it says that the Senate has the right
Page, Kay Snow, Susan Gross, following 22 received the general College of the Pacific's student
to determine the basic policy of he Association. This is just what Gay Currier, Cathy Gunter, Ro elementary teaching credential: branch of the American Pharma
happened at the meeting A1 attended. Since we do not have a berta Mauler, and Judy Jordon.
Betty Sue Blakley, Margaret Lou ceutical Association for 1959-60
taTTLr*?
i r
®pecific PurP°se of interpreting the constitu
House managers for the sec ise Cheney, Robert James Corbett, were announced this week by Dr.
tion, I definitely feel that the Senate was acting within its consti- tions are:
— Sue Beson, Carol BilluU1-. Florence Julann Coryell, R. Anne D. Y. Barker, adviser.
tutionai rights.
ings, Laura Woodard, Joan Smo- Schuelke Coykendall, Amelia
Those elected for the ensuing
I am unable to answer for all the Senate members Al's ques thers, Kathy Harra, Janet Sim-1 Ernst, Margaret Alice Hanson
term are Ron Piekard, president;
tions concerning their sense of duty to the student body and their mons, Diane Berry, Fran Cramer, Sachiko A. Ishida, Carol Ann Jen
Jerry Biagini, vice-president; Pa
upholding of the trust given to them as PSA officers, but I can Ilka Galvez, Carol Dlnkleman, kins, Charlotte Murphy Jones, tricia Fong, secretary; Mel Finos,
myself• 1 feel that I do have a duty to fulfill the responeiwvf•
Martha Ball, Judy Hanchue, and Winifred Ellen Knutson, Jean El treasurer; David Leach, histor
lbilities I accepted last May, and I endeavor to do this to the best Rosemary Eggan.
eanor Krueger, Callie R. McCurn, ian; Jim Zimmerman, publicity
of my ability.
Mila Marie Maybury, Floyd Hen manager; and Ken Zentner, soc
I would like to ask some questions. Is the COP student body
ry Nordwick, Selden Leonard Per ial chairman. Elected as class rep
informed about their student government? Do they even know the
ry, Palma Polsinelli, Beatrice Ada resentatives are Dick Asami, Wal
type of government for which the Constitution provides? It is my
Roessler, Carol Garibaldi Seekatz, lace Beaver, Beth Aikers, Len
opinion that one of the major reasons, although it is not the only
Pauline Stare, Dehne Lee Wii Terra and Richard Gimbruno.
one, why the Senate is not doing what A1 feels it should is that The appointment of Dr. Floyd liams, and Robert W. Yeaman.
The officers have planned many
most of the student body here at COP is unconcerned about their F. Helton of Fayette, Missouri
Romano Marchetti completed activities for the spring semester,
student government.
as a professor of mathematics requirements for a special secon including a snow trip to Dodge
Once again I wish to commend A1 for his interest and concern. at the College of the Pacific, ef
dary in music; Jeanne Nickell Ridge, to be held this week end,
fective September 1, was an Knutson and Jess Horlanda Reyes • banquet honoring the graduat
Sincerely,
*
nouneed by Dr. Samuel Meyer, for general secondary credentials; ing pharmacy class on April 10,
CAL MAAS
academic vice-president.
Robert K. Boone for a secondary and an awards banquet honoring
PSA Vice President
A college teacher for 17 years. school administration credential; the outstanding pharmacy stu
Dr. Helton is now professor and Stanley Thomas Lapsys for a sec dents of the year on May 2.
head
of the department of mathe ondary school administration cre
WESLEY GROUP
matics and astronomy, a chair dential; and Doris Dahlin Hand
TO SPONSOR
Spurs, the national honorary
man of the division of mathema for a credential to teach excep
ATTENTION
sophomore women's society,
tics and natural sciences, and di tional children with the area of
MOVIE, DANCE
Beginning Monday, March 9,
will hold a tea Monday evening Sal Mineo and Johnny Saxton rector of the Morrison Observa specialization for the teaching of the Business Office will be
from 7-9 in the Y in order to will visit St. Paul's Church this tory at Central College, Missouri the mentally retarded.
closed every noon from 12 to
get better acquainted with evening via the silver screen in Methodist liberal arts college at
1 p.m., Monday through Fri
those freshman girls who will "Rock Pretty Baby!" The St. Fayette.
day; Saturday hours will re
be eligible to become Spurs Paul's Wesley Fellowship is pre After his graduation from
main the same, 9 to 12 pjn.
next semester.
senting the film as a warm-up to Westminster College, Missouri,
their dance which will follow at Dr. Helton earned the master of
the church social hall. The price arts degree at the University of
George Fasel, a senior history
is 50 cents. The movie will begin Missouri and the doctor of philos
major, was named a Woodrow
ophy
at
the
University
of
Illinois
[
at 7:30 and the dance will end at
Wilson Fellow for the academic
12:30. St. Paul's Church is located In addition to teaching and ad
year
of 1959-1960 this last week
in
ministration
he
is
known
for
his
"Stockton's Garden Motel"
at 2220 West Alpine Avenue. Ev
by the Woodrow Wilson National
writing
in
mathematics.
His
col
eryone is invited.
For Relaxing,
lege text, "Introducing Mathema Fellowship Foundation. The fel •i
Quiet Atmosphere
tics," was published by John Wi lowship is for $1500 (tax free)
•
An unutual one-year
plus all tuition and academic ex ••
8009 N. 99 HI WAY
ley and Sons in 1958.
Band Frolic Records!
GR 7-0287
Dr. Helton is a member of the penses for the year. George plans i• college program
NOW AVAILABLE!
American Mathematical Society, to attend Stanford University and •i
2 Skits on one 10" L.P.
The
Mathematical Association of work towards a degree of Master iI
MANOR HOUSE
$3.12 ea. (incl. tax)
i Write for
America, the American Astronom of Arts in the field of history.
"For Continental Dining"
i brochure to:
We have skits back to 1956
ical Society, the American Asso One thousand fellowships are i
Supper Dancing
•
—May be ordered.
ciation for the Advancement of offered each year to students in a
Wed., Fri. & Sat. Nights
Science, and the Society of the the fields of humanities, natural { Dun F.H. McCloskty
Quality
8103 N. 99 HI WAY
Sigma Psl.
sciences, or social sciences by the J Washinftaa Sqnn
Colitf t
GR 7-4881
Recording Service
Foundation. The purpose of the
• Nnr Ytrt Uifnnltj
He thinks not well who thinks not fellowship is to encourage quali
1217 N. WILSON WAY
Both are located at one location
I New Yoffc3, FLY.
ngaln.—George Herbert.
and are Easily Accessible by
fied students to enter the college I
HO 4-7464
a
He that lives upon hopes will die teaching field.
Hammer Lane from COP
fasting.—Benjamin Franklin.

Editor-in-Chief
Easiness Manager
manager
T7* l*i
Assistant Editor
Staff Advisor
Society Editor
ntor
Sports Editor
Editor of Fine Arts
Feature Editor
Copy Editor
Circulation and Exchange Editor
Personnel Manager
Public Relations Director
Staff Photographer
Assistant Business Manager
Assistant Feature Editor
Assistant Sports Editor

Letters To The Editor

Officers Named
For Pharmacy
Association

Professor Appointed
To Pacific Facuiy

Spurs Get Acquainted

Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship Granted

! Junior Year
New York
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Newman Club
Lists Semester
Officers, Plans

Printer's Devils
—THE WEEKLY STAFF
MAGOO! — No, not the near
sighted gent of the movie screen
. . . but Miss Magoo (no relation
of the afore-mentioned) of the Pa
cific Weekly office. She reigns as
assistant editor-in-chief of the
ink spot crew . . . and if that
doesn't help, perhaps you've met
her as Jean McGuire. .
Miss Magoo doesn't look like
the stereo-type editor's assistant.
The long face, the worried look,
the screaming voice ... all are
absent. Instead she sports a smile,
creaseless forehead (mostly), and
favorite word . . . "tee hee."
Journalism has had her in its
grasp from childhood days when
she was editor-in-chief of her high
school paper. Now that she has
reached the elevated position of
high-sophomore standing at Pa
cific she seems destined to follow
the same path.
Tau Kappa Kappa claims her
membership and the office of
house musician claims her time
and talent. And if she's ever lost
. . . look in the Weekly office—
that's her hangout!

TYPEWRITERS

Newman Club, the Catholic Stu
dent Organization at the College
of the Pacific, welcomes Catholics
and non-Catholics to the Spring
semester, 1959.
The newly elected officers in
clude: president, Suzanne Salbach; vice-president, S h i e l a
Thompson; recording secretary,
Nadine Bottano; corresponding
secretary, Sally Story; treasurer,
Lionel Sequeira.
This semester's academic activ
ities will include the regularly
scheduled Tuesday meetings and
will feature a morals course and
discussion. Once a month a guest
speaker will lead a discussion on
the field of his profession. March
17, the Rev. McCullough, an au
thority on farm labor, will lead a
discussion on the problems of the
agricultural worker.
All are invited to participate in
a continuous apologetics course
given every Wednesday night at
7:30 p.m. in the Anderson "Y."
Among the topics to be discussed
will be: The divinity of Christ;
The public life of Christ with em
phasis on the miracles and para
bles; The mission of the Apostles;
and Christ founds the Church.
Religious activities will include
a Day of Recollection on May 3
at St. Joseph's Hospital, Stockton.
First Friday Masses and Con
fessions are heard on campus at
7:00 a.m. upstairs in Anderson
"Y." The regular Sunday carpool
leave from Anderson at 10:00 a.m.
every Sunday.

Summer Work
Available

Summer job opportunities of
all kinds, sorts, and descriptions,
in locals such as Los Angeles;
New York; Caracas, Venezuela;
Washington, D.C.; St. Paul; Se
attle; Berkeley; Russia; and
many more, are awaiting your in
vestigation and application. This
is the latest word from the col
RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN
lege "Y" office.
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
If you are looking for travel,
work,
and/or study oportunities
Weekly — Monthly — Quarterly
in new and challenging surround
Standard, Portable and Electric
Models, All Makes
ings; a chance to make some mon
ey;
a chance to be "on your own"
EASY BUDGET TERMS
while also a part of a commun
LOW RENTAL RATES
ity with common concerns; an
Open Thurs. Eves. Until 9:00 o'clock
opportunity to meet people whose
values and way of life may be dif
ferent from your own; a summer
that will be one of the most out
standing and long remembered
BUSINESS MACHINES experiences of your college car
reer; check with Doug Campbell
114 N. California
HO 5-5881 at South Hall or at the College
YMCA-YWCA office.

Adding
Machines

San gotupiin

SPRING SPORT SUPPLIES
TENNIS
GOLF
BADMINTON
SWIMMING
SENIORS

- March 30, 1959 is the deadline for ordering
your Announcements and Cards
at the

Variety Of Classes
Offered This Summer

68 January Graduates Receive
Their Diplomas from COP

Dr. J. Marc Jantzen, Dean of
COP graduated 68 students in January, 1959, according to Miss
Pacific's Summer Sessions, has
just released the announcement Ellen Deering, Registrar. Of these 68, 22 are continuing their edu
cation by doing graduate work, and 10 now have teaching positions.
of summer session dates.
Summer sessions will start the The names of the graduates and the degrees received are as follows:
day after Commencement with
AB—Angiulo, Nicholas A.
Music
the Biology intersession at Dillon
AB Avery, Jean E.
Speech-Drama
Beach, and will continue through
AB—Blakley, Betty S.
Education
two sessions of five weeks each,
AB—Calderon, Joseph H.
Bus. Administration
starting on June 23, and July 27.
AB—Cheney, Margaret L.
Speech Correction
The 1959 Summer Sessions Cat
AB—Coker, Jackie G,
Sociology
alog just released lists 240 cours
AB—Corbett, Robert J.
Education
es given in 23 departments. In
AB—Coryell, Florence J.
Education
cluded aire courses offered to ful
AB—Coykendall, R. Anne
Education
fill partial requirements for Bach
AB—DeNevi, Donald
History
elors and Masters degrees in de
AB—Deuble, John L. Jr.
Chemistry
partments of language, Bible, sci
AB—Easterbrook, John R.
Psychology
ence, English, speech, and social
AB—Ernst, Amelia
Education
science, as well as courses de
AB—Flores, Tom
Physical Education
signed for community leaders and
BS—Fong, George
Civil Engineering
directors of young peoples' activ
AB—Garvey, Richard
Physical Education
ities. Many courses are also being
AB—Grazianl, Rudolph
Zoology
offered to lower division students
AB—Haase, Donald A.
Sociology
(students who have not yet com
AB—Hale, William G.
Business Administration
pleted their Sophomore year.)
BM—Hampton, Carol A.
Music Therapy
Sixty-six members of Pacific's
AB—Hanson, Margaret A. Boevers
Education
faculty and twenty-two faculty
AB—Harvey, Patricia R.
members from Pennsylvania
AB—Hicks, Robert B. Jr.
Physical Education
State, Oberlin, Boston, Arkansas
AB—Isetti, Ronald E.
History
Polytechnic, Drew, Harvard, and
AB—Ishida, Sachiko
Education
other colleges and universities,
AB—Jenkins, Carol A.
Education
will be serving on the summer
AB—Jones, Charlotte
Education
sessions staff.
BM—Keith, Theodore M.
Music Therapy
Students who are interested in
AB—Knutson, Winifred E.
Education
participating in these summer
AB—Krueger, Jean E.
Education
sessions are asked to see their ad
AB—Lantz, James W.
Economics
visers. This action is especially
AB—Leidy, Charles C.
Business Administration
recommended for lower division
BM—Libunao, Corazon A.
Music Therapy
students.
AB—Llanes, Vicenta
Sociology
A summer student may gain up
AB—McCurn, Callie
Education
to 14 units for his summer's work.
BM—Marchetti, Romano
Music
A two unit maximum is allowed
AB—Martin, Carolyn F.
Business Administration
for intersession and a six unit
AB—Maxey, Harry
Spanish
maximum is allowed for each five
AB—Maybury, Mila M.
Education
week session.
AB—Mensinger, Robert M.
Business Administration
Anyone who would like more
AB—Metoyer, Roger F.
Physical Education
information should obtain a sum
AB—Mixon, Dewey
Sociology
mer session's catalog.
AB—Mollgaard, Betty J.
Mathematics
AB—Moreau, Roger K.
Art
CSTA MEETING
BS—Nakaoka, Shigiru
Physics
SLATED FOR MON.
AB—Nordwick, Floyd H.
Art and Education
There will be a meeting of
AB—Perry, Selden L.
Education
CSTA on Monday, March 16, at
AB—Pickering, John S.
Zoology
7:15 p.m. The meeting will be held
AB—Pickering, Sheryl F.
Music
upstairs in the Anderson Y.
AB—Pollitt, Barbara R.
Physical Education
The program will consist of a
AB—Resso Michael Joseph
Zoology
discussion given on the com
BS—Rhoads, William D.
Chemistry
plaints that students have ex
AB—Roessler, Beatrice
Education
pressed of the educational cours
AB—Schwartz, Darwin
Business Administration
es. The discussion will be led by
AB—Seekatz, Carol
Education
members of the Education De
BS—Smith, Earnest F.
Civil Engineering
partment.
BS—Smith, Orville A.
Civil Engineering
AB—Sperry, Helen A.
Sociology
AB—Stare, Pauline
Education
AB—Sullivan, Jerry L.
Business Administration
The Harriet P. Tyler Memorial
AB—Uselton, Ken
Physical Education
Fund, a scholarship to aid women
AB—Vinsonhaler, Larry
Economics
who desire to enter San Francisco
AB—Voerge, Jules R.
Business Administration
Law School, is available to women
AB—Von Meyer, William
Botany
in the area bounded by the North
AB—Weeks, John E.
Group Work and Recreation
ern California border south to the
AB—Williams, Dehne L.
Education
Bakersfield Region. To qualify,
AB—Windsor, Burgess
Business Administration
the applicant must have satisfac
BM—Zane, Nelson Y.
Music Education
torily completed sixty semester
units of liberal arts college work
in an approved college or univers
Attend Conclave
ity.
Applications which must be
More than 250 engineers and
filed not later than March 15, high school students from the
The Central California Philoso
1959, may be obtained either from San Joaquin Valley attended the
phy
Association will meet on the
the scholarship office or by writ second annual Highway Confer
ing to Mrs. Skinner at 1414 Wal ence and open house held at Baun Pacific campus Tuesday, March
nut Street, Berkeley, 9, California. Hall last week.
17, at 2 p.m. under the auspices
of the Pacific Philosophy Club, ac
cording to Ruth Miller, club mod
erator. Dr. Marylin Pearsall, W 0
teaches philosophy at Sacranien
THIS IS NO GREEK MYSTIC!
to State College, will address the
just a call from Brother Thor to all those new Fraternity
group on the topic, "The Freudia
Pledges. It's meeting time (designed against the Brother
Interpretation in the Aesthetic o
hood) in the Catacombs of . . .
Literature." Professor Pears/T
holds her degree from Columm
University.
Members of the campus c<^
Give the pass word at the door, all secrets guarded
munity
are invited to attend ^
OPEN
meeting. The group will niee
Mon-Thurs till 10:30 pm
•
Sundays till 10:00 pm
Anderson Social Hall.

SCHOLARSHIP IN LAW

250

KBMP

THE END ZONE

ON THE CAMPUS FOR YOU

PHILOSOPHY CROUP
TO HEAR SPEAKER
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BASEBALLERS HOST

OER
IF
PS^orts
¥S,SJai JOSE IN TWIN BILL

EDITOR

ters this coming Monday, March I

11'iwc

5J G l

,

By JERRY KITAY

LLLf I

»

^VII

Ihitter in th»

.... ,

Cli vli

Sacramento ISan Jose Spartans in a double- ited with the win.
lng S0me toP talent, header tomorrow at Billy Hebert
th
a
The second game was a night
ey do hope to gain some good Field starting at 1:00. The Tigers
mare for Coach Sid Hall and four
experience in preparation for la- so far have split a doubleheader
Tiger pitchers as the Bengal hurlr eague play.
with Sacramento State and lost a
ers issued six hits and 15 walks
sacrament has never allowed close one to the tough California
in the 16-5 rout.
c-UF more than three points per Boars. In San Jose the Tigers
BASS HOMERS
match, and usually the Bengals wi" be meeting a team who deThe Tigers did take an early
-re downed by a good score. A feated a strong Stanford squad
4-0
lead in the first inning thanks
few weeks ago, Sac State's num- last week,
to a lead-off homer by Dick Race
ber two man upset the top ranked STEADY PITCHING
and a triple by Bob Lourrie. But
collegiate tennis player in CaliIn last Saturday's twin bill
in the next two frames four Tiger
ornia. This is one indication of against Sacramento State the Tiehurlers took turns on the mound
ers djsPlayed some fine steady
^S!,re,n?th'
but each had trouble with their
for
the
frosh
this
no j
.
P'iebing in the first game to win control. Mel Shepherd, Chuck Vere nesday is a match at Downey I R 2-1, but it was the reverse in
duzco, Leon Watkins, and Herm
igh in Modesto. This shapes up 'he second game as Tiger pitchers
Urenda, gave up 13 runs between
as another rough one for the Ben- were wild and Sacramento won
them in the second and third in
gals, as Downey is one of the top I easily 16-5.
nings which proved to be more
high school teams in the area.
I Bob Coronado and Gene Stafthan enough for the Sacramento
Having to face such tough com- ford combined to pitch a neat four victory.
petition, tennis coach Mel Moretti
is concentrating on working the
CURTIS AND DABRITZ
and will compete unattached In
team into shape. With a starting
coming meets.
nucleus of four returnees, backed
RUN AGAIN
up by ten new aspirants, Moretti
Charles Curtis and Les Dabritz,
' •: 4
has been scheduling challenge
matches among team members to ex-COP distance runners, now
with the San Francisco Olympic
work out the seeding.
Club track team, will help to open
THE LINEUP
Tha
.
| Pacific s home track season this
tough

I1

.-siRl ,* •*"

sSr1'

JUDO GLASS IS UNDER WAY
FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN

tot,

°vJgh,nini: ,as>Ba*'

Walsh in the number one spS a ^ a ^
^ COP tw<Mnile
junior from Taft wiL a year
yem 01
of thThlt '
* am°"g
1 the best two milers on the coast
COP experience and a year at
Dabritz, who can run the mile,
Taft J.C.; Ron Loveridge, a junior
880, or two mile, should be right
The informal class of Judo in holders Mike French and Carl in his third year of varsity ten
there against top flight competi
struction formerly held last sem Black. On his return to California, nis at COP, from Concord, as tion.
ester in the evenings has been Rudy taught Judo for three number two man; Don Landeck
Both runners are now on a Eur
starting in the third position is
changed to Wednesday afternoons months at Salinas High School from Pasadena and as a senior opean type training schedule that
at 4:00 o'clock. This change has before re-entering Pacific.
year-round
training.
has three years of varsity compe requires
Interested students and facul
made it possible for an increased
tition to his credit at Pacific; Bill Their goal is another trip to the
| opportunity to many interested ty are invited to attend his classes Hoelsken is a sophomore in his National AAU at Boulder, Colo
students.
rado, June 19-20.
held in the sports pavillion. Par
second year of tennis here, hails
ticipants are required to wear from Oakland, and plays as num
Marathon racing is a part of
Judo is open not only to men
sweat shirt and sweat pants or ber five man; and two up and their yearly schedule as Curtis
and women but also to children of jeans.
coming freshmen round out the ran in a relay to Sacramento and
all ages. A recent pictorial in
Dr. Knox has also shown inter squad, Greg Merciades from Dabritz recently ran in a non-stop
Life magazine exemplified this
est in offering Judo as a regular Downey High in Modesto at the relay around Lake Tahoe (by the
practice quite convincingly.
accredited course for the fall sem fourth position, and Bill Powell way, setting a World's Record).
Instructor for Pacific's class is ester and wishes interested per from Campbell as the sixth man.
Ayner Gustafson, ex-COP run
Rudy Sun, a senior student major sonnel to sign up now at the P.E.
ner,
and now a physical education
Other hopefuls for the squad
ing' in music and education, and a Office. Name, best days, and include juniors Dave Dunlop, a instructor, also with OC, will be Blessed are they who run around
former member of the Air Force. times available are needed by in transfer from Yuba College, Tom out of action due to a skiing acci
in circles
It was while stationed in Ger terested individuals so that sched Marovieh, Ron Helgeson; and Don dent. Jack Marden, also a former For they shall be known as
many that Rudy became a stu uling can be facilitated if the McDonald; sophomore Jack Bursh Tiger track star, has left the OC
wheels.
dent of Judo under black belt course is sanctioned.
and freshmen Ed Nicolaus, seeded
seventh on the squad, Frank Carger, and Ernie Vrenios.

Gold Men Face
Bears March 17

Frosh End Season
With 4-15 Record

Although the Frosh did not
have a very impressive baskethall record, the Baby Bengals did
This coming Tuesday, March
show a great spirit and fight, as 17, COP's golf team will travel to
they played a fine type of game.
Orinda Country Club to meet the
Their overall record was 4 wins
University
of California.
against 15 losses.
There were a few things that The outlook for this year's sea
hurt the tarn: one was the fouls son has become increasingly more
committed, better than a 17 per dismal as the semester moves
game average; second was the along. Due to ineligibility and
free throws, as 48% average was other reasons, the squad has been
the best they could do.
Defensively, the Tigers oppo cut from the original 15 men to
nents averaged 68 points per 7. This includes the loss of two

game, thus showing a wide marg
m of victory,
flayer

hficholls
Cardinale
Parr
^arsons
Rjeldsen
Russell
Drawford
Vaughn

Aiken
Beyer

Totals

F.G. F.T. F. Tot.
86 42 54 214
58 39 55 155
54 39 55 147
40 28 31 108
21 23 30
65
25
3 12
53
15 17 28
45
11 14
8
36
1 2
3
4
2
2
1 0
312 207 278 831

lettermen from last year's team,
John Silveria and A1 Simi.

Av
On the brighter side, looking
13 good in practice have been Bob
9 Doyle, Harold Rahmlow, Emery
9 Morris and MacLean.
9
5
REAL ITALIAN PIZZA (CHEESE)
6
Small 75c
SPAGHETTI AL DENT
4
with plenty of sauce — 50c
4
1
1
1019 N. WILSON WAY HO 5-7594
52

GERRY'S PIZZERIA

ffatOHfado.

SAY
THERE...
GET MORE VALUE
OUT OF YOUR CLEANING
DOLLAR. TRY US, FOR
UTMOST SATISFACTION

4-HOUR SERVICE
For All Your Cleaning
Needs Go To . . .

DRIVE-IN

CLEANERS
1603 PACIFIC AVE.
George Nieson — South Hall
Your Campus Representative

Buy Your
TENNIS
Racket NOW
LADIES . . .
WILSON CONNOLLY
CAPRI TENNIS RACKET

MEN'S . . .
WILSON BUDGE Signature
TENNIS RACKET

New, lightweight girl's rocket with
an easy handling efficiency that util
izes every bit of power in the player's
stroke.
Reg.
12.50

Top Budge model with extra head
speed and remarkable impact action.
Fluid-feel handling and response.

f* nn

14.95

Wilson Match Point
TENNIS BALLS

TENNIS
SHORTS

Can of 3

Special

1.89

2.75

(|MA
STOCKTON . LODI • MANTECA •
TRACY . OAKOALE • MODESTO
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Intramural Basketball Champs

RAN OUT OF GAS

COP Quintet Ends
Exciting Campaign
By GEORGE NIESEN

The 1958-59 basketball season at
COP is now all in the record
books, as the Tigers ended a
somewhat disappointing, though
exciting season by losing to USF
to compile an 11 win 15 loss sea
son record and a 6-6 league mark.
The Tigers embarked on a
rough and rugged road trip for
pre-season practice and condition
ing, by facing such powerhouses
as Seattle, Illinois, Purdue, Cin
cinnati, Marshall, and Canisius.
Pepperdine was the first of the
league teams to face COP, and it
came through with a surprising
and exciting 72-64 victory to start
the Bengals off on the wrong foot.
This loss didn't seem to bother
the Tigers too much though, as
they came back the next night in
Los Angeles to clobber luckless
Loyola, 70-57.
DEFEAT SAN JOSE

Equally

luckless

San

Loyola furnished the last win of
the year for COP as they bowed
before a Bengal onslaught, 62-47.
This again set the Tigers up in
undisputed second place. How
ever, nearing the end of the long
hard season, the Bengals just
ran out of gas.
COP gave St. Mary's its closest
game of the year when they
played the Gaels to a tie, only to
lose by one point on a last second
shot by St. Mary's in the overtime
period. As if this wasn't enough,
the Tigers then proceeded to lose
their next game to the Santa
Clara Broncs in a double over
time, by two points, 70-68. Santa
Clara eventually went on to take
second place in the league.
As was mentioned previously,
USF downed the Bengals in the
final contest of the season, 68-60.
COP can be proud of its team
for doing its best, and providing
the fans with some spine tingling,
breath taking last second basket
ball.

Jose

Pictured above are the Internationals, who won the intramural basketball championship last State kept the Tigers on a win
FINAL WEST COAST
week. Front row L.R. Tony. Aflague, Chuck Veruzco, Herm Urenda, Gene Stafford. Back row L.R. Bob ning streak as they lost their two ATHLETIC CONF. STANDINGS
Coronado, Bob Sartwell, Joy Gritts, Gene Pike, Loyal Miner.
contests, which were the third

W
L
and fourth league scrambles for
H
1
COP, by scores of 69-55 and 51-46. St. Marys
9
3
Pepperdine, meeting revenge hun Santa Clara
Pepperdine
3
4
gry
Pacific,
helped
round
out
the
By SAL CORTES
6
— 6
Tigers win streak at four games COP
4
by losing a really close battle in Loyola
Despite the Bengal-Tigers quin will miss his fantastic dribbling
3
9
tet losing record of 11-15 and their ability and his baffling back hand Today at 3:30 the Pacific swim the Stockton Auditorium, 71-67. USF
—
4.
11
ming team has its "big" meet This was an important contest San Jose
league record of 6-6, the 1958-59 passing skills.
basketball season has to be con It is believed by many top bay of the year against the San Jose for the Tigers, and they came
sidered a successful campaign. area cage coaches that Klurman State Spartans in the COP pool. forth with a tremendous team IEI
Sure they didn't win the WCAC could definitely be a top pro bas- This is the one both teams go effort to edge Pepperdine.
championship, but the Tigers keteer despite his 5' 10" height all out to win. With the two The champion St. Mary's Gaels
were definitely in the running un His speed, his terrific fast hands, squads coming into midseason hosted the Tigers in their next
Feel like Spring is here?
til the very outset of the season and his scoring eye will make up form it looks as if it will be a real contest, coming through with a
It's time, then, to look
when they lost two straight over for what he lacks in size. Klur battle.
63-47 victory in a disappointing
time thrillers to St. Mary's and man is undecided whether he will
Last Saturday, March 7, the game which saw COP in the lead
like Spring with . , .
Santa Clara respectively. Thus by give the pro cage game a try, as Tigers visited the Arden Hills for the entire first half only to en
the margin of two points the Ti he is more interested in becom Swimming Club and came home counter a cold spell in the second
gers lost two games which with ing a coach and developing bas victors by the narrow margin of period, during which the Gaels I SPORT SHIRTS
just a little more luck they could ketball talent along with the us 44-41. Tom Robinson helped enor piled up a commanding lead.
by Van Heusen
ual ulcers.
have just as easily won.
mously as he won firsts in the 220 The defending champions, USF
Van Sweet and his Tigers de
Butterfly and the 220 freestyle. Dons were the next to fall before » A-l FLAP POCKET
The St. Mary's Gaels enter the These wins helped to balance the the Tiger offense. Bouncing back
serve credit for a job well done
SLACKS (see below)
and for providing us with many NCAA Regional playoffs this loss of both relays by Pacific. from the St. Mary's loss, which
thrilling and action-packed games weekend at the Cow Palace, along Also taking first places were John was more or less expected, the
GET YOUR
with the California Bears, the Pa Sutton in the 220 backstroke, Bengals, led by Dave Klurman
which will be hard to forget.
SPRING LOOK
cific Coast Champions. From this John Felix in the 220 breaststroke with 24 points, downed the Dons,
at . . .
The Tigers are losing in gradu corner it looks like it will be a and Ed Hinshaw in the 440 free 5743. This was a bloody, hard
ation their star guard Dave Klur- battle between the offensive-mind style.
fought battle, as two men left the
man, who ended his final college ed Gaels against the defensivegame due to injuries, but it was
noseason as the West's top scorer minded Bears on Saturday night. ROBINSON SETS RECORD
one the Tigers deserved to win.
Coach Kjeldsen singled Tom
with better than a 21 point aver I believe Cal will win it with a
Santa Clara, in the first round
better balanced attack, but I'll be Robinson out for praise after the meeting with the Tigers, got past
age per game.
The Tigers will definitely miss pulling for the West Coast Ath meet. Tom has really been com them for a 64-56 victory. This left
Ph. HO 4-1812
their little ace scorer and the fans letic champs.
ing through with some excellent COP with no chance for a first
20
N.
CALIFORNIA ST.
tfynes. He recently broke the place finish, and put them in a
"team. "Experience and confidence school record) for the 220 butter three-way tie for second.
Eire what a ball player needs," Le fly by three seconds. The new
roy says," and we'll have a lot of time being 2:19.
experienced players next season."
By BRUCE KLEINMAN
Since the season began, some
The most promising member on new faces have appeared on the
The transition from high school the returning team is Larkin Bry swimming team. Gary Brinck,
ball to professional ball, which ant, says Leroy, and we can ex varsity basketball player, recent
comes to some during college, is pect a lot out of him. About grad ly joined the squad. Also out for
primarily one of outlook. Playing uating Dave Klurman, Leroy has swimming is sprinter Curt Bow
ball is no longer "fun", but be just one word, "great!"
man.
comes a job—a job, however, that
The win over the Arden Hills
What basketball means to Le
one likes to do. The latter outlook
roy is an education and a chEince team meant that the Tigers now
belongs to Big Leroy Wright,
to see the country. "I would never have a season record of two wins
6' 8" COP center who led the na
have made it if it wasn't for play and two losses. This means that
tion in rebounding this year.
ing ball." Coming from Aycock Pacific will have added incentive
"Just let Davey shoot, I'll tap it
High School in Rockdale, Texas, to beat the Spartans today since
in," was Leroy's remark to coach
Leroy held the rec<ird for high the win will put the season mark
Van Sweet at a crucial moment in
scoring and rebounding. Out of over 50% for the first time.
a recent basketball game. And
104 games, his team won 96 of
"tap it in" he does, for he is al
ways under the basket and it is them. Picking COP from at least
20 other offers, Leroy isn't sor
amazing to see how fast he gets
ry about his choice. "If you do a
there.
good job, it doesn't matter where
Being bothered by a trouble you are."
some knee this semester, Leroy
Leroy hinted about a new ball
had been having difficulty in get player coming up soon. He hasn't
ting around, but one would never appeared in the sport pages yet,
guess this by watching him, play. but is very promising. He WEIS
26 to 38, 4.9S la 6.95
Being a junior now, Leroy pre referring to Stanley Wright, his
a t your Favorite
dicts that we'll have our best sea 3', 2 year old son, who has al
Junior TAPERS,
son next semester, when there ready been seen dribbling down
4 to 18, 3.98 & 4.50
Campus Store
will also be 8 other seniors on the the court.

SPORT DESK CHATTER

Mermen Face
Spartans Today

MEN—

GALL'S
Men Shop

SPORTS FOCUS

LEARN AND
OBEY YOUR
CAMPUS TRAFFIC
REGULATIONS

